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Overview of algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the iterated randomized algorithm mentioned in main text. In this algorithm we aim at finding proper seeds based on long exact matches of the read r and the meta-genome G with respect to p.
Algorithm 1 FindSeeds(read r)
1: p < − a random position on the read r.
2: for n from 1 to A do 3:
Start forward search in r from p using FM-index I of meta-genome G.
5:
until seed length ≥ W OR search reaches the end |r| 6:
if seed found then 7:
return seeds 8:
p < − a random position on the read r. 10: Return ∅.
In line 1, we set the maximal numbers of iterations to A. If A is too small, there will be many unaligned reads. If A is too large, the algorithm is slow. So, it is important to choose A appropriately. In line 5 and 6, we set minimum seed length to W . If W is too small, we might run into repeats, which lead to false positives. Small W also leads to more seeds and we have to perform more approximate matching for the next step (extending seeds), which is much more time-consuming. Therefore, the choice of W is very important. Our strategy for determining good values of A and W is based on randomization.
Parameter estimation
Suppose that the correct seed is s. Assume that there are d mismatches between r and s, which divide r into d + 1 blocks. Let the sizes of the blocks be m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m d+1 , then the length of r is m = d+1 i=1 m i . Since p is a random position, the seed found by Algorithm 1, as a common substring, would be a random block. This block is selected with probability
m . Therefore, the expected size of a random block, i.e. the expected length of the seed, is
m . Use Cauche-Schwarz inequality we have:
. In other words, the expected length of the seeds found by Algorithm 1 is at least m d+1 . Therefore, we can estimate W ∼ m d+1 . The distance d can be estimated by the rate of mutations of the given genome and the rate of sequencing errors of the given data. Let b be the rate of mutations or sequencing errors, which we can assume to be distributed by a binomial distribution with mean µ = mb and variance σ 2 = mb(1 − b), where m is read length. Then the upper bound of d can be estimated by µ + cσ, for some constant c, then the value of W can be derived. In our experimentation, c = 4 produces good performance.
The value of A can be selected so that the longest block can be sampled with high certainty. The probability that the longest block is selected (i.e. if a random position p lands inside it) is m * m , where m * is the length of the longest block. Using the Pigeonhole Principle we have m * ≥ m d+1 , which means d + 1 ≥ m m * . This is the expected number of iterations to make p land inside the longest block. Therefore, we can estimate A = t + 1 ≥ d + 1. If we assign A = c · (t + 1), then the probability of landing in the longest block is exponentially increased as a function of c. In our experimentation, c = 2 produces good performance, in trade-off between accuracy and running time.
2 Asymmetric alignment algorithm
Overview of algorithm
The following describes our asymmetric alignment algorithm mentioned in main text. In this algorithm, we aim to compute edit distance with affine gap penalty between s = s 1 s 2 · · · s m and t = t 1 t 2 · · · t n , in which s represents a read and t represents the matching meta-reference:
, we compute three traditional matrixes, D for an alignment (s i , t j ), IS for an alignment (s i , −), and IT for an alignment (−, t j ):
• If t j is a standard character (A, C, G, T, N) then we use the traditional dynamic programming strategy for affine gap alignment.
• If t j is a variant character V (a known variant location) then t j can have several possibilities, which can be Indels. The algorithm needs to consider all possibilities of matching s to these possible variants. In the case of Indels (more than one character), we need to look back on the s from s i to take a equal-length sequence, i.e., the sequence s i−k+1 s i−k+2 ...s i (k is equal to length of Indel), to match with the Indel.
This algorithm is exploited together with the aforementioned iterated randomized algorithm. After several iterations, if it found only one match with distinct minimum score, it will stop and considers that match as the correct candidate. Our experiment showed that, in many cases, (e.g, on the non-repeat regions of genomes) the number iterations are quite small. In some cases (e.g, on the repeat regions of genomes, which can result in multiple matches with similar score), the number iterations can reach the maximum number of allowed iterations. In this cases, we employed a filter strategy to determine the correct matches, which selects the correct candidate among the matches with lowest scores and proper insert sizes (for paired-end reads).
Cost scheme
In our experimentation, the cost of substituting a read base s i and reference base t j is − log f (t j ), where f (t j ) is the probability of t j to be a variant. If t j is a known variant, f (t j ) is obtained from its probability in the variant profile, which is updated during the alignment of reads. If t j is not a known variant, f (t j ) is set to a user-defined value, with default value of mismatches, gap opens and gap extensions are 4, 6 and 1, respectively, the same with default values of BWA-MEM.
The alignment is asymmetrical due to the following initial configurations: (1) IT 0,j = 0, for j ≤ n: the cost of converting t to an empty string is 0; (2) IS i,0 = O, for j ≤ n, O is gap open penalty; (3) otherwise, the values were set to ∞. It is not possible to match reads to nothing from the reference genome.
Variant profile update strategy
Initial profiles of known variants are assigned based on the input databases. Probabilities of known variants are assigned based on their allele frequency in the databases. In case of diploid data, they are assigned based on frequency of genotypes.
Initial profiles of unknown variants, which are detected during the alignment process, are assigned experimentally as user-input. For human genomes, default values of prior probability of a new SNP and a new Indel are assigned to 0.001 and 0.00001, respectively.
The variant profile is then updated read-by-read during the alignment process. After all reads are aligned, the final variant profile will be used to call variants based on maximum probabilities of each variants in the updated profiles.
Implementation
Our method, IVC, was implemented in the Go programming language, which was designed to have high performance, garbage collection, and primitive support for concurrency. Although Go might not be very common currently and other languages such as C are also good choices for implementing high performance software like this, we think that Go is a better choice in this context. It is easier to write simple, reliable, and efficient software in Go, although the most optimal C code might be faster than those of Go. We also provided several pre-complied binary packages of the tool for several common platforms to help users run the tool without installing Go. These pre-complied binary packages were obtained by using the Go's built-in cross compilation feature.
The source code of IVC can be found at https://github.com/namsyvo/IVC. Scripts to run all tools are available publicly in our github repositories:
• For BWA: https://github.com/namsyvo/varcall-tools/tree/master/bwa-tools -Alignment: running BWA-MEM version 0.7.7 with default parameters, excluding the number of threads for parallel running (32). Input FASTA file: $1 Output SAM files: $2 * Indexing the reference: bwa index index dir/$1.fasta * Aligning reads to the reference: bwa mem -t 32 index dir/$1.fasta data dir/read1.fastq data dir/read2.fastq >result dir/$2.sam 2 >result dir/log.txt -Post-alignment processing: Input FASTA file (without file extension .fasta): $1 Input SAM files (without file extension .sam): $2 genome-tools path: $3 * Converting SAM to BAM: software version is indicated in the script. $3/samtools-0.1.19/samtools view -bS -t $1.fasta -@ 32 $2.sam >$2.bam * Creating reference dictionary: software version is indicated in the script.
java -jar $3/picard-tools-1.109/picard-tools-1.109/CreateSequenceDictionary.jar R=$1.fasta O=$1.dict * Creating fasta index file: software version is indicated in the script. In addition to parameters specified by the above commands, all variants are filtered by a threshold of quality 20 or more. They are filtered more by setting thresholds for read depth before evaluation.
7 Raw values of precision and recall in Results section 
